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Arithmetic of Subthreshold Synaptic
Summation in a Model CA1 Pyramidal Cell

Superlinear summation of synaptic inputs has indeed
been observed in pyramidal (Schwindt and Crill, 1998;
Margulis and Tang, 1998; Nettleton and Spain, 2000) and
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Foundation for Research and other cells (Wessel et al., 1999). In addition, synaptically

evoked NMDA spikes confined to individual dendriticTechnology, Hellas (FO.R.T.H.)
Vassilica Vouton branches (Schiller et al., 2000; Wei et al., 2001; K. Holt-

hoff, D. Tsay, and R. Yuste, R, 2000, Soc. Neurosci.,P.O. Box 1527
GR 711 10 Heraklion, Crete abstract) and boosting effects mediated by Na� and/

or Ca2� channels (Lipowsky et al., 1996; Gillessen andGreece
2 Metaperl IT Consulting Alzheimer, 1997; Gonzalez-Burgos and Barrionuevo,

2001) suggest that a strong superlinearity should under135 Corson Avenue
Staten Island, New York 10301 some conditions be evident in the conversion of synap-

tic input to somatic responses. Seemingly at odds with3 Department of Biomedical Engineering and
Neuroscience Graduate Program this, Cash and Yuste (1999) reported that in CA1 pyrami-

dal cells, summation of EPSPs driven by glutamate ion-University of Southern California
Los Angeles, California 90089 tophoresis onto different parts of the same dendrite was

sublinear in the apical trunk and “overwhelmingly linear”
elsewhere (see also Skydsgaard and Hounsgaard, 1994;
Cash and Yuste, 1998; Urban and Barrionuevo, 1998;Summary
A.D. Reyes and B. Sakmann, 1996, Soc. Neurosci., ab-
stract).The rules of synaptic integration in pyramidal cells

remain obscure, in part due to conflicting interpreta- Are these differences real, or might they arise in part
from subtle differences in experimental design? If r de-tions of existing experimental data. To clarify issues,

we developed a CA1 pyramidal cell model calibrated notes response and A and B are two discrete stimuli,
the hypothesis tested by a typical pairwise summationwith a broad spectrum of in vitro data. Using simulta-

neous dendritic and somatic recordings and combin- experiment can be expressed schematically as follows:
ing results for two different response measures (peak

r(A � B) � r(A) � r(B), (1)versus mean EPSP), two different stimulus formats
(single shock versus 50 Hz trains), and two different where satisfaction of Equation 1 corresponds to linear
spatial integration conditions (within versus between- summation. One difficulty in interpreting the results of
branch summation), we found that the cell’s subthresh- such studies stems from the choice of stimulus format
old responses to paired inputs are best described as a and response measure. For example, in vitro studies
sum of nonlinear subunit responses, where the sub- of synaptic integration in pyramidal cells have usually
units correspond to different dendritic branches. In involved summation of discrete EPSPs or EPSP-like
addition to suggesting a new type of experiment and waveforms and have often used somatic EPSP peak
providing testable predictions, our model shows how height to quantify summation (Urban and Barrionuevo,
conclusions regarding synaptic arithmetic can be in- 1998; Margulis and Tang, 1998; Cash and Yuste, 1999).
fluenced by an array of seemingly innocuous experi- This measure emphasizes the first few milliseconds of
mental design choices. the response, leaving open the possibility that a measure

emphasizing the late response or the totality of the re-
Introduction sponse, such as the EPSP half-width, area, or mean

(e.g., Wessel et al., 1999; Nettleton and Spain, 2000),
Pyramidal cell dendrites are known to contain an elabo- might produce different results. Moreover, in dendrites
rate mixture of voltage-dependent currents, which con- containing active channels with slow kinetics, such as
tribute to complex active responses, including fast and NMDA-type synaptic conductances and voltage-depen-
slow dendritic spikes confined to the dendrites and vari- dent Ca2� channels, or slowly inactivating K� channels,
ous subthreshold modulatory effects (Magee et al., the response to a single large, synchronous EPSP-like
1998; Häusser et al., 2000; Reyes, 2001). Many questions event produced by an extracellular shock or glutamate
remain, however, regarding the contributions of these pulse is not necessarily a reliable predictor of the neu-
highly nonlinear membrane mechanisms to synaptic in- ron’s response to high-frequency synaptic inputs ap-
tegration. Based on principles of biophysics and cable plied for longer times. This latter concern is bolstered
theory, a dendritic spike-generating mechanism would by the observation that calcium spikes often emerge in
seem likely to produce strong superlinear interactions dendritic recordings only in response to sustained input
among nearby excitatory inputs. For example, a dou- (Golding et al., 1999) and by the observed gradual shift
bling of synaptic excitation should lead to a more than from sublinear to superlinear temporal summation in
doubling of the voltage response if a local dendritic CA1 pyramidal cells during stimulus trains (Cash and
spike threshold is crossed. Yuste, 1999).

Another difficulty in interpreting the results of pairwise
summation experiments arises from a combination of*Correspondence: poirazi@imbb.forth.gr (P.P.), mel@usc.edu (B.W.M.)
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poor stimulus control and poor visibility of distal integ- Data available online at http://www.neuron.org/cgi/
content/full/37/6/977/DC1 for a full description of therative events. The use of glutamate iontophoresis or

laser uncaging or direct electrical stimulation of presyn- model). We focus on summation within the synapse-
rich thin terminal branches of the apical tree and runaptic fibers usually means incomplete knowledge or

control of the number, exact whereabouts, or subtype of several variants of A � B synaptic summation experi-
ments to compare the predictions of the two differentchannel activated (i.e., AMPA versus NMDA, ionotropic

versus metabotropic). This uncertainty, coupled with the models of synaptic arithmetic. In particular, we
• explore the entire range of stimulus intensities andpoor visibility of distal electrical responses provided by

a single somatic recording electrode, could lead to the levels of balance and explicitly track the results for
each identified dendritic subunit,delivery of stimuli which are too weak, too strong, or too

restricted in range to properly characterize the nonlinear • compare results for two different subthreshold re-
sponse measures that emphasize different timeinteractions among synapses which may occur in the

distal dendrites. courses of the response,
• compare results for two different stimulus formats,This problem may be highlighted by contrasting the

predictions of two different models of subthreshold den- including discrete single-pulse stimuli and high-fre-
quency trains, anddritic integration, one linear and one nonlinear, both of

which can be expressed by a single equation • compare results for within-branch versus between-
branch summation.

r � �
m

i�1

�is(xi) (2) The results of each of our new simulation experiments
lead to predictions that can be tested experimentally
using currently available methods. In a companion paperwhere xi is the total input to the ith dendritic subunit, s
in this issue of Neuron (Poirazi et al., 2003), we extendis the subunit input-output function, �i is the subunit’s
our investigation to the suprathreshold case in whichweight, and m is the number of subunits. In the special
many subunits are driven simultaneously with high-fre-case where s(x) � x, Equation 2 reduces to cell-wide
quency inputs, and somatic responses are quantifiedlinear summation
by spike rate.

r � �
m

i�1

�ixi (3)
Results

which corresponds to the classical linear “point neuron”
hypothesis. In this case, it is clear that Equation 1 will The compartmental model used in this work was run

within the NEURON simulation environment (Hines andbe satisfied for stimuli of all magnitudes, for stimulus
pairs that are balanced [r(A ) � r(B )] or unbalanced Carnevale, 1997) using the reconstructed CA1 pyramidal

neuron shown in Figure S1 of the Supplemental Data[r(A ) �� r(B )], and when A and B are delivered to the
same or different dendritic subunits. In one instance, available online at http://www.neuron.org/cgi/content/

full/37/6/977/DC1. The cell morphology was obtainedCash and Yuste (1999) contrasted within-branch and
between-branch summation in the basal dendrites of from the Duke/Southampton archive (Cannon et al.,

1998). The biophysical model consists of 183 compart-CA1 pyramidal cells. However, the experiment was car-
ried out in the presence of NMDA and Na� channel ments and includes a variety of passive and active mem-

brane mechanisms known to be present in CA1 pyrami-blockers, making it difficult to extrapolate to the integ-
rative behavior of an intact cell. dal cells. These include a leak current (Ileak), two kinds

of Hodgkin-Huxley-type sodium and potassium currentsIn contrast, when the subunit function s(x ) is nonlinear,
Equation 2 becomes a bona fide two-layer nonlinear (somatic/axonic Isa

Na and Isa
Kdr, dendritic Id

Na and Id
Kdr), two

types of A-type (proximal and distal) and one of m-typemodel. For example, assuming s(x ) � sigmoid(x ), the
nonlinear model predicts that for balanced stimuli deliv- potassium currents (Ip

A, Id
A, Im), a mixed conductance

hyperpolarization-activated h-current (Ih), three types ofered to a single subunit, (1) very weak inputs will sum
nearly linearly, (2) intermediate inputs that produce voltage-dependent calcium currents, namely, a LVA

T-type current (ICaT), two HVA R-type currents (somatic,threshold crossings will sum superlinearly, and (3) very
strong inputs will sum sublinearly. Furthermore, unbal- Is

CaR; dendritic, Id
CaR), and two HVA L-type currents (so-

matic, Is
CaL; dendritic, Id

CaL), two types of Ca2�-dependentanced inputs will produce near-linear summation over the
entire range of stimulus intensities, and when inputs are potassium currents (a slow AHP current, Is

AHP; and a
medium AHP current, Im

AHP), a persistent sodium currentdelivered to two different subunits, summation will also
be linear for all stimulus combinations and strengths. (Ip

Na), and four types of synaptic currents, namely, AMPA,
NMDA, GABAA, and GABAB. Densities and distributionsOur goal has been to (1) assess how well the linear

versus nonlinear models of synaptic integration account of the mechanisms included in our model are based on
published empirical data and are fully described in thefor the arithmetic of summation in CA1 pyramidal cells

and (2) identify those aspects of experimental design Supplemental Data at http://www.neuron.org/cgi/
content/full/37/6/977/DC1.that may have contributed to conflicting interpretations

of existing experimental data. To do this, we developed The validation studies shown in Figures S1 and S2
of the Supplemental Data (http://www.neuron.org/cgi/a biophysically detailed compartmental model of a CA1

pyramidal cell, allowing us to precisely control the num- content/full/37/6/977/DC1) show that the model exhibits
(1) several Ih-dependent effects, including a realistic sagber, location, and character of the stimulated synapses

and to record the postsynaptic response at all locations current, reasonable values for input resistance in the
soma and dendrites, and the characteristic pattern ofwithin the cell simultaneously (see the Supplemental
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asymmetric voltage attenuation traveling to and from 20mV. This could be explained in part by the greater
role played by Na� currents in the apical trunk of ourthe cell body through the apical trunk; (2) a realistic

pattern of distance and time-dependent attenuation in model cell, as evidenced by the slightly taller control
column and slightly shorter Na�-block column in Figuretrains of back-propagating action potentials, with ap-

propriate dependence on IA; and (3) the elicitation of 1D versus 1B. This excess of Na� channel activity could
explain our inability to generate very large (e.g., �15mV)delayed-onset Ca2� spikes from a distal but not proximal

stimulating electrode. depolarizations at the soma that failed to trigger somatic
spikes. Nevertheless, over the range of data acquired,
model responses were closely matched to the experi-Linear versus Nonlinear Summation of EPSPs
mental data.Following the logic of Equation 1, studies of synaptic

We repeated the experiment using a pair of stimuliintegration have most often involved a comparison of
delivered separately and together to a terminal obliquethe somatic EPSP in response to a combined stimulus
section or a terminal branch in the apical tuft; a totalto the prediction consisting of the sum of the responses
of 38 branches were included in the set. In this case,to the individual stimuli. Depending on whether the ac-
synapses for the two stimuli were uniformly distributedtual combined response exceeds, equals, or falls short
along the length of the branch and physically interdig-of the prediction, synaptic integration is dubbed su-
itated. Results from the Cash and Yuste (1999) studyperlinear, linear, or sublinear, respectively.
are shown in Figures 2A and 2B, and those from theIn a systematic study of synaptic integration in CA1
model cell are shown in Figures 2C and 2D. The averagepyramidal cells, Cash and Yuste (1999) found that sum-
percent of linearity for summation of EPSPs within themation was sublinear for stimuli delivered to two differ-
thin branches was just above the linear benchmark. Ourent locations along the apical trunk, especially for larger
slightly higher average value (107% in the model cellcombined responses (Figure 1A). Using pharmacological
versus 101% in Cash and Yuste [1999]) is partly attrib-blockers for NMDA channels, Na� channels, Ca2� chan-
uted to our lack of very large expected response casesnels, and A-type K� channels, they found that the nonlin-
in the range of 14mV to 18mV, which in the Cash andear suppression of combined responses was due pri-
Yuste data set were strictly sublinear (Figure 2A). Inmarily to voltage-dependent rectification by IA, which is
addition, the model cell exhibited slightly less Na�- andpresent in high concentrations in the apical tree (Figure
Ca2�-dependent excitability in the thin branches com-1B). Urban et al. (1998) reported a similar finding in
pared to Cash and Yuste, judging by the reduced effectCA3 pyramidal cells and interpreted the A-current as
of sodium and calcium current blockade in the modelcontributing to an active linearization of synaptic inte-
cell (Figure 2D). Overall, however, the composite patterngration.
of scatter data representing summation of EPSP peaksWe tested our model cell in the same way, with synap-
within the thin branches, and the dependence of sum-tic stimuli delivered separately and together to two ran-
mation on NMDA, Na�, and Ca2� currents, was similardomly drawn sections of the apical trunk. On each sec-
to the experimental data of Cash and Yuste (1999).tion, a randomly drawn number between 2 and 12

excitatory synapses separated by 2 �m was activated
synchronously, and the peak of the resulting EPSP was Effect of Recording Site and Summation Measure

To provide a fuller view of the data, we repeated therecorded at the cell body. Individual responses below
1mV were rejected, as were responses that produced thin-branch EPSP summation experiments, plotting

both peak and mean response measures for a dendritica somatic spike. Synaptic conductances were scaled
locally in this and all other experiments so that a single (Figure 3A) and somatic (Figure 3B) recording site. Red

symbols loosely clustered along the diagonal in FigureEPSP gave a peak 5mV depolarization at the site of the
synapse. This scaling was not intended to model the 3B correspond to the within-branch stimulation data of

Figure 2C for a single thin oblique branch 232 �m fromactual elemental synaptic conductance value, which
may in fact vary with dendritic location (Magee and the soma. The three other data sets in Figures 3A and

3B represent different measurements taken during theCook, 2000), and had no impact on the form of the results
(whether linear, sublinear, etc.) but simplified automatic same set of experiments. Red symbols in Figure 3A

show summation of EPSP peaks from the perspectivegeneration of a large number of experiments covering
a reasonable range of postsynaptic potentials. of a dendritic electrode placed directly in the thin branch

receiving the synaptic input. Horizontal light gray linesThe response to the synchronous activation of both
sets of synapses was recorded, and the trial was again link each set of experiments with a fixed total number

of synapses in the combined condition, explaining therejected if a somatic spike occurred. For each valid trial,
we plotted the expected EPSP peak on the x axis and identical actual depolarization values in each case (i.e.,

only the predictions differ). Circles connected by redthe actual EPSP peak on the y axis (Figure 1C), showing
a sublinear trend similar to that reported by Cash and lines indicate balanced cases (e.g., 4 � 4 synapses);

squares clustered along the diagonal represent maxi-Yuste (1999); open squares denote five corresponding
fiducial points to facilitate comparison of the two graphs. mally unbalanced cases (2 � n synapses for 1 � n �

28). Triangles show the most superlinear (leftmost) andA set of pseudopharmacological manipulations was also
carried out comparable to those of the Cash and Yuste most sublinear (rightmost) case within each horizontal

group, unless such cases were already indicated by astudy, yielding a similar pattern of results (Figure 1D).
In one difference, our cell did not yield subthreshold circle or square. Intermediate cases were omitted for

clarity.combined responses as large as the cells reported in
Cash and Yuste (1999), topping out at 10mV rather than At an expected value of around 20mV for the com-
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Figure 1. Summation of EPSP Peaks in Apical Trunk

(A) Excitation was delivered to two trunk locations beyond 100 �m, first individually and then synchronously. Peak of the combined EPSP (y
axis) was plotted against expected response, given by the sum of individual somatic EPSP peaks (x axis). Data reproduced with permission
from Cash and Yuste (1999) shows sublinear summation in apical trunk. Inset shows expected (dotted) versus actual (solid) traces for two
cases. Open squares were added to facilitate comparison to model responses in (C).
(B) Blockade of NMDA (AP-5), Na� (TTX), or Ca2� (Ni2�) currents shows relatively small effect on sublinearity in the somatic response, while
blockade of IA (4-AP) leads to large upswing in percent linearity.
(C) Model responses to be compared with data in (A). Inset shows isolated dendritic spike accounting for superlinearity in a cluster of cases
in the 10mV range. A comparable trace is reproduced from Golding and Spruston (1998).
(D) Effects of channel blockade in model cell are similar to experimental data shown in (B).

bined response, corresponding roughly to the local Na� highly nonlinear pattern of summation for EPSP peaks
is much less evident when EPSP peaks are measuredspiking threshold in our model, the dendritic response

to six total synapses jumps far above the linear predic- at the soma (red symbols in Figure 3B). The superlinear
range for six to ten synapses remains in evidence buttion. For example, a 25mV expectation in the balanced

case of A � B � 4 synapses leads to a 50mV actual appears in the very low response range under 4mV in
comparison to the 40mV to 60mV generated distally. Atresponse. Then, given that the response peak is largely

determined by the local Na� current, which is essentially the other end of the response continuum, the huge local
sublinearity arising from summation of the two veryall-or-none in character, the actual response becomes

nearly flat as inputs grow larger. For expectations in strong inputs is also markedly attenuated at the soma.
For comparison, the largest upward and downward de-excess of 50mV, the negligible growth of actual re-

sponses pushes the data below the diagonal into the viations from the main diagonal at the distal electrode
are �23mV (eight synapses) and �48.6mV (28 syn-sublinear range. The inset shows actual (solid) versus

predicted (dashed) voltage traces for one stimulus pair, apses), respectively, while at the soma the maximum
deviations seen for these same synapse totals are �1mVindicated by four asterisks in Figures 3A and 3B.

The clear progression from linear to superlinear to and �1.32mV. The maximum deviations at the soma
reached �3.38mV and �1.32mV over all cases. Thesesublinear summation at the dendritic recording site for

weak, intermediate, and strong balanced stimuli is indic- min and max deviation cases at the soma are shown
connected with dashed lines in Figure 3B and are repro-ative of the powerful thresholding nonlinearity provided

by the local dendritic spike-generating mechanism. This duced in Figure 3C along with the comparable min and
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Figure 2. Summation of EPSP Peaks in Thin
Apical Dendrites

(A) Data reproduced with permission from
Cash and Yuste (1999) shows that summation
of two inputs to a thin branch appears linear.
(B) Same manipulations as in Figure 1B show
much greater role for NMDA, Na�, and Ca2�

currents in side branches compared to trunk.
(C) Thin-branch summation scatter plot. Indi-
vidual stimuli took on all magnitudes between
2 and 28 synapses incrementing by twos, to
create combined stimuli ranging from 4 to 30
synapses. Summation results from model cell
roughly straddle diagonal of linearity, as in
(A). Dashed coordinate axes indicate origin of
Cash and Yuste data to simplify comparison.
(D) Changes in summation behavior under
same channel-block conditions as in (B).

max deviations for 19 other thin branches in the apical linear interaction occurs locally within the stimulated
branch. The interaction could be due to a single den-tree. The compression of the deviations at the soma

compared to the dendritic recording site is due primarily drite-wide or cell-wide nonlinearity triggered by inputs to
a single branch. To address this question, we comparedto the attenuation of fast spike responses in the course

of their travel from a thin distal branch into the main within-branch summation to between-branch summa-
tion for 20 thin branches in the apical tree drawn attrunk and on to the cell body.

When the mean (time-averaged) EPSP was used as random from the complete set of 38.
The results are shown in Figures 3C and 3D. For thea response measure rather than the EPSP peak, the

pattern of summation was altered. First, given the much within-branch data, the most sublinear and most su-
perlinear cases were culled out for each of the 20slower time course of the mean response, we found that

summation arithmetic was more similar at the dendritic branches and were used to represent that branch’s “en-
velope” of nonlinear summation. For summation ofand somatic recording sites than was the case for peak

responses (blue symbols in Figures 3A and 3B). Second, EPSP peaks, the 20 min-max pairs are shown as red
triangles connected by lines in Figure 3C. This providedvirtually all summation of mean responses was in the

linear to superlinear range at both recording sites. Third, a sparser and more usefully annotated view of the cloud
of scatter data shown in Figure 2C. For summation ofwhereas the maximum superlinearity was observed at

the low end of the peak response range, the maximum EPSP means, the min-max pairs are shown as blue
crosses connected by lines in Figure 3D. As can besuperlinearity for summation of mean responses was

found at the high end of the response range (see con- seen in the population of combined peak and mean
summation results for the 20 branches, the single branchnected min-max pair in Figure 3B, reproduced in Figure

3D). Fourth, by comparing peak and mean responses described in detail in Figures 3A and 3B showed only
modest deviations from linearity in comparison to manyrecorded at the two sites during the same experiment,

it was possible to dissociate the pattern of summation other branches tested.
To complete the picture, we repeated the same setfor the two response measures. As shown by the insets

and asterisks in Figures 3A and 3B (10 � 16 synapses), of summation experiments but with stimuli delivered to
two different terminal oblique or tuft branches separatedsummation at the soma was marginally sublinear for

EPSP peaks (�1%) and superlinear for EPSP means by the apical trunk. Two sister branches on the same
thin-branch subtree were excluded. Branch pairs were(�34.4%), with a similar but exaggerated dichotomy at

the dendritic recording site. drawn at random from the same 38 terminal sections
as before. The results of these experiments are shown
as green circles in Figures 3C and 3D. All recordingsSummation of EPSPs in Same versus

Trunk-Separated Tips were made at the cell body. In the case of EPSP peaks,
the between-branch summation data are tightly clus-It is clear from the results of Figures 3A and 3B that

voltage-dependent interactions between two inputs de- tered along the main diagonal (green circles in Figure
3C) and lie almost entirely inside the envelopes of thelivered to a thin branch in the apical tree lead to signifi-

cant deviations from the linear prediction when mea- within-branch summation data. Thus, when EPSP peaks
were measured, summation of inputs delivered to twosured either in the dendrites or at the cell body. However,

these experiments do not prove that the observed non- different branches was close to linear for all branches,
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Figure 3. Effects of Recording Site, EPSP Response Measure, and Stimulus Configuration on Summation in Thin Branches of Apical Tree

(A) Repetition of within-branch stimulation experiment of Figure 2C but for responses measured within the stimulated dendritic branch. Results
are shown for both peak (red) and mean EPSP (blue) in a single terminal branch connected to the apical trunk 232 �m from the soma.
Annotated horizontal groupings of data represent cases with identical total number of synapses in the combined stimulus. Only leftmost and
rightmost data points are shown in each group (triangles), along with balanced (circles) and unbalanced cases (squares). Balanced cases are
connected by solid lines. Inset shows expected versus actual traces for one experiment with A � 10 and B � 16 synapses; results for this
case are marked by four asterisks in (A) and (B).
(B) View of the same data set from somatic recording electrode. Dashed lines connect most superlinear and most sublinear cases for both
peak and mean response measures. Lines threading balanced cases correspond exactly to the same in (A), as do unbalanced cases in each
horizontal data group.
(C) Comparison of within-branch versus between-branch summation for EPSP peaks measured at the soma. Within-branch data for 20
branches are represented by a connected pair of extrema values; dashed line corresponds to the same in (B). Between-branch data include
all cases tested.
(D) Same as (C) but showing summation of EPSP mean values at soma.

for all stimulus intensities, and for all degrees of stimulus very strong synchronous input pulse and (2) summation
was assessed using a slow (i.e., time-averaged) re-balance. For summation of EPSP means, the between-

branch summation data were also more tightly clustered sponse measure. The trend was not seen, for example,
when EPSP peaks were measured (Figure 3C).and more linear than the within-branch data (Figure 3D).

For very strong inputs, however, a significant upward Overall, the data shown in Figure 3 support a clear
rejection of the linear summation hypothesis, since sum-bend was observed in the between-branch data, indicat-

ing a nonlinear boosting interaction between the two mation within virtually every one of the 20 branches
tested showed a predictable pattern of significant devia-stimulated branches. We found that this branch-to-

branch interaction depended on slow-acting dendritic tions from linearity. For any given branch, the most su-
perlinear peak response averaged 130% relative to thecalcium channels (data not shown) and was only clearly

present when (1) the cell was stimulated with a single linear benchmark, and the most sublinear response av-
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eraged 83%. For mean responses, the most superlinear peak and mean response measures gave results that
were more similar to each other both in magnitude andand sublinear summation on a branch averaged 138%

and 99%, respectively. By comparison, for any given in form at both recording electrodes. This was to be
expected since the 250 ms stimulus duration meantpair of branches in the between-branch experiments,

the most superlinear and sublinear responses for the peak and mean response measures were now both slow,
in the sense that the peak was now extracted from apair averaged 104% and 94% for EPSP peaks, and 121%

and 101% for EPSP means. Clearly in this model syn- trace of much longer duration and potentially containing
multiple peaks. Second, a sigmoidal summation nonlin-apses interact more nonlinearly when they lie on the

same branch than when they lie on different branches, earity was now clearly present at the soma for both peak
and mean response measures (Figure 4B). Thus, unlikewhich is the heart of the sum-of-subunits hypothesis

expressed by Equation 2. the single-shock case, the dendritic and somatic re-
cording electrodes in this case tell a very similar storyLess clear is the precise form of the nonlinear interac-

tion, that is, the form of a dendritic subunits input-output (compare Figures 4A and 4B). Third, within-branch sum-
mation was now dominated by data in the linear to su-function. Based on dendritic recordings of EPSP peaks,

a sigmoidal nonlinearity is suggested by the clean pro- perlinear range for both response measures (Figure 4).
This was due to the fact that inputs strong enough togression from linear to superlinear back to linear and

then sublinear summation for balanced inputs (Figure drive the dendritic compartment deep into the sublinear
range generally also triggered somatic spikes. Following3A, red symbols). At the somatic recording electrode,

however, summation appears to be governed by a more Cash and Yuste (1999), we discarded the data in such
cases. Fourth, summation between branches was againcomplex bi-lobed function for both peak and mean re-

sponse measures (Figure 3B). A second complication overwhelmingly linear but was now more similar in form
for peak and mean response measures (green circles inarises from the finding of a significant slow boosting

interaction when strong inputs are delivered to two dif- Figures 4C and 4D). In particular, the prominent boosting
interaction seen for summation of mean responses toferent branches (Figure 3D). Such an interaction cannot

be accommodated by the simple functional form of very strong single-shock inputs essentially disappears
for high-frequency inputs.Equation 2, which holds that the two subunit outputs

should combine linearly. As before, the extremes of nonlinear summation within
each branch were, across the population, much largerEither of these complexities could signal that the sum-

of-sigmoid-subunits model is inadequate to predict the and well separated from the very modest extreme values
seen for between-branch cases The one exception tosummation of paired inputs in this very complex model

cell. Another possibility is that the complexities are arti- this rule, just as for the single-impulse case, was that
for within-branch stimulation, mean responses rarely iffactual and arise from our use of a highly unnatural

stimulus. A subthreshold EPSP-like response, evoked ever ventured far into sublinear territory and thus could
not be reliably distinguished from the population of be-by a single discrete impulse delivered synchronously to

a population of excitatory synapses on a resting cell, tween-branch cases.
Overall, in spite of the extremely complex responseprovides a simple and convenient measure of synaptic

action. However, such a stimulus represents a radical dynamics associated with high-frequency stimulation
(see insets in Figures 4A and 4B), the results of the 50simplification of the stimulus conditions that are likely

to exist in vivo. Under natural conditions, a neuron is Hz runs were simpler to interpret than those generated
using single-shock stimuli. At the somatic recordinglikely to receive trains of synaptic input that involve both

excitatory and inhibitory pathways acting over consider- electrode, the arithmetic of synaptic summation within a
thin distal branch appeared more nonlinear, more clearlyably longer times. For this reason, we set out to assess

the arithmetic of pairwise summation under more realis- sigmoidal, and less dependent on response measure
(Figures 4A and 4B). Moreover, summation betweentic stimulus conditions.
branches was remarkably close to the linear benchmark
across a wide range of stimulus intensities and for bothSummation of Trains in Same versus
peak and mean response measures (Figures 4C andTrunk-Separated Tips
4D). Within the limitations of the pairwise summationWe repeated the experiments of Figure 3 using 50 Hz
method, therefore, the data from our model cell are mostrandom trains lasting 250 ms. Given the much greater
consistent with a two-layer sum-of-sigmoidal-subunitsintensity of the stimulus in this case, inhibitory synapses
model and are inconsistent with a linear model.were included to prevent the cell from entering an un-

controlled epileptic-like state. Specifically, each individ-
ual stimulus consisting of one or more excitatory syn- Discussion
apses was accompanied by one inhibitory synapse
activated at the center of the branch. The inhibitory Rules of Synaptic Integration

The pairwise summation experiments of Figures 3 andsynapse was also activated at 50 Hz and contained both
a GABAA and GABAB conductance. 4 were designed to distinguish between linear and non-

linear models of synaptic integration. Our results areSummation results for the 50 Hz stimulation case are
shown in Figure 4. The pattern of scatter data was similar most consistent with the model of a CA1 pyramidal cell

expressed by Equation 2, in which each thin branch isto that of the discrete impulse case, with a few differ-
ences. First, we again found clear evidence for a sigmoi- an independent subunit with a sigmoidal input-output

nonlinearity, and the branch-subunit outputs are com-dal subunit nonlinearity at the distal recording electrode.
However in comparison to single-shock stimulation, bined linearly at the cell body.
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Figure 4. Repeat of Thin-Branch Summation Experiment of Figure 3, but with High-Frequency Stimulation Runs Lasting 250 ms

Each individual stimulus consisted of one to ten excitatory synapses activated by independent 50 Hz Poisson trains and one inhibitory synapse
also activated by a random 50 Hz train.
(A and B) All symbols are as in Figures 3A and 3B. Insets show expected versus actual traces for one experiment, with A � B � 6 synapses.
(C and D) When combined stimulus was delivered to a single branch (within-branch condition), only one inhibitory synapse was included to
maintain biophysical uniformity between runs; the expected depolarization was calculated as r(A ) � r(B ) � r(i ), where r(i ) is the hyperpolarizing
response to a lone inhibitory synapse activated on the branch.

This conclusion is based on two main observations. nonlinear interactions between inputs delivered to the
same branch are not mediated by a dendrite-wide non-First, by tracking the pattern of response summation

within each dendritic branch over a wide range of input linearity. Had they been, summation between branches
ought to have shown a similar kind and degree of nonlin-intensities, we noted a consistent progression of sum-

mation arithmetic for balanced cases strongly sugges- ear interaction, but this was not the case. Summation
between branches was remarkably linear.tive of a sigmoidal subunit nonlinearity. In the case of 50

Hz stimulation where the results are clearer, summation
was linear for the weakest input pairs, superlinear for Comparison of Response Measures

We compared summation arithmetic for two differentintermediate pairs, followed by a roll off back toward
linear/sublinear summation for the strongest input pairs. response measures: mean versus peak subthreshold

somatic potential. For single-impulse stimuli, differentBona fide sublinear summation was never observed us-
ing 50 Hz stimulation, however, since the very strong conclusions could be drawn depending on the choice

of a peak versus mean response measure. For example,input pairs destined to produce response saturation in-
evitably also triggered somatic spikes, which disquali- within-branch summation was more strongly biased to

the superlinear range for mean compared to peak re-fied these data from inclusion in the scatter plot (follow-
ing Cash and Yuste, 1999). sponses, owing largely to the contributions of voltage-

dependent NMDA and Ca2� channels to the late phase ofSecond, by comparing summation within branches
to summation between branches, we established that the response. For related reasons, summation of mean
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responses when inputs were delivered to two different While it is true that the accelerating nonlinearity can be
detected by noting that (1 � 1)2 � 12 � 12 , a comparablebranches also showed a clear bias to superlinearity,

but only in the late response under the strongest input test with four inputs leads to a much larger difference
between predicted and actual responses, that is, (1 �conditions. (In contrast, peak response summation was

almost perfectly linear.) This suggests that a pan-den- 1 � 1 � 1)2 �� 12 � 12 � 12 � 12 .
Input Range Limitationdrite boosting interaction can occur when the cell is

presented with a single large pulse of excitation but that The range of input magnitudes tested can influence con-
clusions drawn regarding synaptic summation. For ex-the superlinear interaction takes time to develop. The

differences between peak and mean response mea- ample, in our model cell, the great majority of responses
in single-impulse experiments were in the linear to su-sures mostly disappeared, however, when 50 Hz stimu-

lation was used including inhibitory inputs. Over the 250 perlinear range when predictions were 4mV or less (Fig-
ures 3C and 3D). (In this range, summation of EPSPms duration of the 50 Hz trials, both peak and mean

summation followed a very similar sigmoidal relation. peaks grew to an average of 132% of the linear bench-
mark for optimal stimuli.)
Use of Subthreshold Response MeasureComparison of Single Pulse and 50 Hz Stimulation
Restriction of data analysis to subthreshold voltage re-A second goal of this study was to compare summation
sponses at the cell body means data will be discardedarithmetic for single impulse versus 50 Hz stimulation.
when a combined stimulus leads to a somatic spike.The electrophysiological state of the postsynaptic cell
This produces a systematic reporting bias against casesis radically different under the two conditions. In one
that generate the largest responses, which can arisecase, a cell resting at �70mV is driven by single synchro-
either from very strong inputs or from weaker inputsnous shock delivered to a population of excitatory syn-
that combine to produce unexpectedly large responses.apses. Locally within the dendritic branch, and at the
A bias of either type can influence interpretations re-cell body, the response to inputs of moderate intensity
garding the integrative propensities of the cell.is most often a few tens of milliseconds in duration and
Poor Visibility of Distal Eventsstraightforward—i.e., EPSP-like—in form. In contrast, a
The soma provides a poor vantage point from which tovery strong shock could activate a dendritic calcium
view integrative events in remote dendritic branches.spike with Na� spikes riding atop, though the overall
Powerful nonlinear effects arising from threshold cross-shape of the response remained single event-like. The
ings or saturation, which may be clearly visible at thedendritic response to 50 Hz stimulation is far more com-
site of synaptic input, can be attenuated to the point ofplicated, with small fast Na� spikelets alternating with
ambiguity when viewed through a somatic recordinghyperpolarization and complex calcium and NMDA-
electrode.dependent depolarizations.
Weakness of the Scatter Plot RepresentationGiven the much greater complexity of both the stimu-
A “predicted versus actual” scatter plot provides a poorlus and response under conditions of 50 Hz stimulation,
representation of synaptic summation arithmetic. Theit is surprising that the laws of pairwise summation were
spread in actual responses for any given predictionsimpler and in closer adherence to the abstract two-
value—where one case might reflect superlinear sum-layer model expressed by Equation 2. In particular, from
mation in branch A, another linear summation in branchthe vantage point of the soma, summation within a den-
B, and another sublinear summation in branch C—leadsdritic branch appeared to follow a simple sigmoidal rela-
the eye to see only the central tendency of the responsetion under 50 Hz stimulation, as opposed to the weakly
distribution and to conclude that summation in all threemodulated multihumped function seen for impulse stim-
branches is “linear on average.” For this reason, scalarulation. Moreover, summation between branches was
measures such as “average percent linearity” can bemore uniformly linear and independent of response mea-
misleading.sure using 50 Hz stimuli. Neither of these outcomes
Uncontrolled Stimulus Strength and Balancecould have been anticipated, nor are they easily ex-
Averaging of heterogeneous scatter data is even moreplained based on the properties of the 21 channel types
problematic when the data set contains an uncontrolledpresent in our model cell. For this reason, the emergent
mixture of balanced and unbalanced stimulus cases andsimplicity in the pattern of responses is interesting.
weak versus strong stimulus cases (Figures 2A and 2C).
Inclusion of unbalanced cases introduces a bias towardMethodological Issues in Pairwise
the hypothesis of linearity, and inclusion of more weakSummation Experiments
or more intermediate or stronger stimulus cases canThe present set of modeling experiments highlights sev-
introduce a bias toward the conclusion of linear or su-eral methodological pitfalls that could lead to confusion
perlinear or sublinear summation, depending on theor misinterpretation regarding the arithmetic of synaptic
form of the subunit nonlinearity. These pitfalls can besummation in a complex neuron.
averted and synaptic arithmetic can be more reliablyLimitation to Paired Inputs
characterized by tracking the responses to a wide rangeExperiments involving a comparison of just two inputs
of inputs delivered to single identified branches (Figurepresented separately and together provide an inherently
3B). Further, when the objective is to accept or rejectweak assay of a dendritic input-output nonlinearity.
the hypothesis that synaptic summation is linear, it isMore powerful tests can be constructed by comparing
particularly important to record the maximum excur-N inputs presented separately and together where N �
sions from linearity, in either direction, on a branch-by-2. Consider the hypothetical subunit function s(x ) � x2,

where x is the total input to a subunit and s is the output. branch basis (Figures 3C and 3D). This leads to a clearer
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picture of the arithmetic of synaptic summation than (Magee and Cook, 2000). However, there remain quite
different views as to the functional role that these den-does an unannotated cloud of scatter data.

Sensitivity to Choice of Response Measure dritic and synaptic channels may play. One view is that
voltage-dependent dendritic currents and scaling ofWe found that the somatic voltage peak evoked by a

single synaptic impulse emphasized the very early re- synaptic conductances exist to transform the complex
and physically sprawling cell into a virtual “point neu-sponse and correspondingly deemphasized the more

powerful superlinear integrative effects due to voltage- ron.” According to this view, dendritic nonlinearities may
exist to (1) make the cell more linear, by counteractingdependent synaptic or intrinsic conductances operating

on slower time scales (e.g., NMDA, persistent Na�, and the classical synaptic nonlinearity that arises from the
summation of conductances (Bernander et al., 1994;Ca2� channels). On the other hand, use of the time-

averaged somatic response extended the range of su- Cash and Yuste, 1999), and in conjunction with synaptic
scaling, they could (2) make the cell more functionallyperlinear summation to much stronger inputs. This pro-

duced an inadvertent bias against the observation of compact, by counteracting the distance-dependent at-
tenuation of synaptic responses that arise from the cablesublinear summation, since the very strong inputs likely

to produce response saturation generally also produced properties of dendrites (Cauller and Connors, 1992; De
Schutter and Bower, 1994; Magee and Cook, 2000). Bothsomatic spikes (leading to disqualification of the data).

Sensitivity to Choice of Stimulus Format ideas emphasize the coupling of individual synapses to
the cell body and the uniformity and linearity thereof.When high-frequency trains lasting hundreds of millisec-

onds are used as input in lieu of discrete impulses, the A second view holds that the dendrites exist to create
a number of independent functional compartmentselectrophysiological state of the cell is entirely different,

with more prominent roles for Ca2�, persistent Na�, within which various kinds of nonlinear computations
could be carried out (Koch et al., 1983; Shepherd andNMDA, GABAB, and Ca2�-dependent potassium cur-

rents. We observed three changes in the “predicted Brayton, 1987; Rall and Segev, 1987; Mel, 1992a, 1992b,
1993). Our results here support a particular version ofversus actual” scatter plots when 50 Hz inputs trains

were used: (1) mean and peak response measures were this hypothesis in which the long, thin, unbranched, syn-
apse-rich terminal dendrites may themselves act likemore similar to each other, (2) both measures showed

strong superlinear responses but virtually no strong classical neuron-like summing units, each with its own
quasi-independent subunit nonlinearity. The cell bodysublinear responses, and (3) summation between

branches was linearized, that is, the trend to superlinear for its part, fed either directly by the basal dendrites or
by the main trunk which acts as a high-efficiency conduitsummation of mean response for the strongest impulse

stimuli delivered to two branches (Figure 3D) was virtu- from the apical dendrites, sums together the dendritic
subunit outflows to determine the cell’s overall re-ally absent (Figure 4D).

In summary, the rules of synaptic arithmetic in pyrami- sponse. We have previously explored some of the func-
tional implications of such a model (Mel et al., 1998; Mel,dal cells are best characterized when (1) stimulus for-

mats go beyond single discrete excitatory impulses, (2) 1999; Archie and Mel, 2000; Poirazi and Mel, 2001)—see
also the companion paper (Poirazi et al., 2003).dual intracellular recordings include a dendritic re-

cording electrode as close as possible to the stimulus In an object as biophysically complex as a pyramidal
cell, however, it is unsafe to extrapolate from the sum-site(s), (3) more than two inputs are applied separately

and together to compare predicted versus actual re- mation of subthreshold voltage responses originating in
one or two dendritic branches to in vivo-like conditionssponses (3 is better than 2, and so on), (4) summation

is quantified using multiple response measures at the involving multisite dendritic stimulation and supra-
threshold somatic responses. This gap highlights a limi-cell body, (5) responses in the 0mV to 4mV range are

specifically included in the analysis, (6) separate analy- tation of the present modeling study and of the experi-
mental studies that have inspired it. In a companionsis is made of cases in which somatic spikes are gener-

ated, (7) within-branch and between-branch summation paper (Poirazi et al., 2003), we extend our studies of
synaptic integration in the same model cell to the moreresults are compared head to head, (8) summation arith-

metic is tracked and plotted over a range of stimulus realistic situation in which (1) the cell is driven by dozens
of high-frequency-activated excitatory synapses dis-intensities within identified branches, and (9) quantita-

tive measures such as average percent linearity are tributed in complex spatial patterns on many branches
of the apical tree, and (2) the cell’s suprathreshold re-avoided, since they lead to inappropriate cancellation

of superlinear and sublinear effects. sponse is quantified by mean firing rate.

Experimental ProceduresFunctional Implication: What Does a Neuron Do?
The experiments described in this paper have been de- In the Supplemental Data (available online at http://www.neuron.
signed to shed light on the information processing func- org/cgi/content/full/37/6/977/DC1), we describe the construction of
tions of pyramidal neurons, the principal cell type in the pyramidal cell model and include results of several validation

studies in which the model’s responses are compared to experimen-cortical tissue. There is general agreement that pyrami-
tal data.dal cell dendrites contain a large number and variety of

voltage-dependent channels distributed nonuniformly
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